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Microsoft-integrated digital ecosystem leverages YourLearning and SSO to optimize implementation
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As a global Microsoft Alliance partner for well over four decades, IBM found seamlessly integrating into the Microsoft digital ecosystem to access Microsoft’s multiple portals and knowledge-bases very challenging. This prevented IBM and its global users from staying current and slowed down time to market and sales operations. IBM tried to port some of the content into its own YourLearning LMS system, but it proved to be too complex. Recognizing that partners can’t reach objectives if they can’t connect to one another dynamically and in real-time, IBM looked for a more efficient, effective and integrated solution.
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RESULTS
Full deployment occurred in a matter of weeks versus the months originally projected, resulting in a very fast ramp to thousands of users and tens of thousands of views. The TIDWIT architecture proved to be a good match for the integration of YourLearning and SSO. IBM has deployed content much more rapidly and seamlessly into their existing training environment-leveraging SSO as part of a solution that has empowered, modernized and transformed interactions within a robust Microsoft digital ecosystem.

"TIDWIT makes the latest Microsoft learning much more easily and quickly accessible to IBM practitioners, especially with a focus on certification."

Arjiiit Chakrabarti
Global Learning Lead, IBM
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